
SOME PERSPECTIVE ON
THE POLITICIZED LEAK
INVESTIGATION
TARGETING ADAM
SCHIFF
The NYT reported the other day that DOJ obtained
phone records of Adam Schiff, Eric Swalwell, and
a bunch of House Intelligence Committee staffers
in the guise of what it reports is a leak
investigation (though given the specific form of
Bill Barr’s prevarications about his knowledge,
may have been repackaged as something else when
the investigation was resuscitated in 2020).

Prosecutors subpoenaed Apple for data
from the accounts of at least two
Democrats on the House Intelligence
Committee, aides and family members. One
was a minor.

All told, the records of at least a
dozen people tied to the committee were
seized in 2017 and early 2018, including
those of Representative Adam B. Schiff
of California, then the panel’s top
Democrat and now its chairman, according
to committee officials and two other
people briefed on the inquiry.
Representative Eric Swalwell of
California said in an interview Thursday
night that he had also been notified
that his data had subpoenaed.

Prosecutors, under the beleaguered
attorney general, Jeff Sessions, were
hunting for the sources behind news
media reports about contacts between
Trump associates and Russia. Ultimately,
the data and other evidence did not tie
the committee to the leaks, and
investigators debated whether they had
hit a dead end and some even discussed
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closing the inquiry.

But William P. Barr revived languishing
leak investigations after he became
attorney general a year later. He moved
a trusted prosecutor from New Jersey
with little relevant experience to the
main Justice Department to work on the
Schiff-related case and about a half-
dozen others, according to three people
with knowledge of his work who did not
want to be identified discussing federal
investigations.

The initial collection and especially the
subsequent treatment were clearly politicized —
and more importantly, stupid, from an
investigative standpoint. But, especially
because this involves Adam Schiff, some
exactitude about what went on really is
required.

This is not spying
First, this is not “spying.” If the use of
informants to investigate members of the Trump
campaign and Hillary Clinton’s Foundation during
a political campaign is not spying, if the use
of a lawful FISA to conduct both physical and
electronic surveillance on recently departed
campaign volunteer Carter Page is not spying —
and Adam Schiff said they were not, and I agree
— then neither is the use of a subpoena to
collect the phone records of Democrats who had
knowledge of information that subsequently
leaked in a fully predicated (and very serious)
leak investigation.

This is “just” metadata
According to all reports, the government
obtained the iPhone metadata records of 73 phone
numbers and 36 email addresses. Apple suggests
other tech companies probably got subpoenas,
too, which means that some of those email
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addresses probably weren’t Apple emails.

But it was — as Adam Schiff said many times when
defending a program that aspired to collect
“all” the phone records in the United States —
“just” metadata.

I don’t mean to belittle the impact of that. As
I and others argued (against Schiff), metadata
is actually profoundly revealing.

But if this is a problem (it is!), then people
like Adam Schiff should lead a conversation
about whether the standard on collection of
metadata — currently, it only needs to be
“relevant to” an investigation — is what it
should be, as well as the rules imposed on
future access to the data once collected prevent
abuse.

Apple (and other tech
companies)  wouldn’t
have  known  this  was
Adam Schiff
Even people who understand surveillance seem to
believe that Apple would have known these
requests targeted Adam Schiff in a leak
investigation and therefore should have done
more to fight it, as if the actual subpoena
would be accompanied with an affidavit with
shiny flags saying “HPSCI Ranking Member.”

They wouldn’t have. They would have gotten a
list of selectors (some of which, by its
description, it probably did not service), a
description of the crime being investigated (a
leak), and a gag order. The one thing that
should have triggered closer review from Apple
was the number of selectors. But apparently it
did not, and once Apple complied, the data was
swept up into the FBI’s servers where it
presumably remains.



The subpoena was overly
broad and not tailored
to  limit  damage  to
Schiff
All that said, there were aspects of the
subpoena that suggest it was written without any
consideration for limiting the damage to
Congressional equities or reasonable
investigative targets. Focusing on these details
are important because they distinguish what is
really problematic about this (and who is to
blame). According to reports, the subpoena:

Obtained information from a
minor, who would have had no
access  to  classified
information
Included a series of year-
long gags
Obtained  all  the  toll
records  from  date  of
creation
May have focused exclusively
on  Democratic  members  and
staffers

It’s conceivable that, after years of
investigation, DOJ would have reason to believe
someone was laundering leaks through a child.
But given how broad this subpoena is, it’s
virtually impossible the affidavit included that
kind of specific knowledge.

With journalists, DOJ is supposed to use shorter
gags–three months. The series of year-long gags
suggests that DOJ was trying to hide the
existence of these subpoenas not just to hide an
investigation, but to delay the political
embarrassment of it.

There’s no reason to believe that Adam Schiff



leaked a FISA application targeting Carter Page
first obtained in 2016 in 2009 (or whenever the
Californian lawmaker first set up his Apple
account). It’s a physical impossibility. So it
is completely unreasonable to imagine that
years-old toll records would be “relevant to” a
leak investigation predicated off a leak in
2017. Mind you, obtaining all records since the
inception of the account is totally normal! It’s
what DOJ did, for example, with Antionne
Brodnax, a January 6 defendant who got notice of
subpoenas served on him, but whose attempt to
limit the subpoena failed because those whose
records are subpoenaed have no authority to do
that. There are two appropriate responses to the
unreasonable breadth of this request: both a
focus on the failure to use special caution with
Congressional targets, but also some discussion
about how such broad requests are unreasonable
regardless of the target.

Given the number of these selectors, it seems
unlikely DOJ did more than ID the people who had
access to the leaked information in question.
Except if they only obtained selectors for
Democrats, it would suggest investigators went
into the investigation with the assumption that
the leak was political, and that such a
political leak would necessarily be partisan.
That’s simply not backed by exhibited reality,
and if that’s what happened, it should force
some scrutiny on who made those assumptions.
That’s all the more true given hints that
Republicans like Paul Ryan may have tipped Page
off that he had been targeted.

These kinds of limiting factors are where the
most good can come out of this shit-show,
because they would have a real impact and if
applied broadly would help not just Schiff.

Barr  continued  to
appoint  unqualified
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prosecutors to do his
political dirty work
I think it would be useful to separate the
initial records request — after all, the leak of
a FISA intercept and the target of a FISA order
are virtually unprecedented — from the continued
use of the records in 2020, under Billy Barr.

The NYT explains that the initial investigators
believed that charges were unlikely, but Barr
redoubled efforts in 2020.

As the years wore on, some officials
argued in meetings that charges were
becoming less realistic, former Justice
Department officials said: They lacked
strong evidence, and a jury might not
care about information reported years
earlier.

[snip]

Mr. Barr directed prosecutors to
continue investigating, contending that
the Justice Department’s National
Security Division had allowed the cases
to languish, according to three people
briefed on the cases. Some cases had
nothing to do with leaks about Mr. Trump
and involved sensitive national security
information, one of the people said. But
Mr. Barr’s overall view of leaks led
some people in the department to
eventually see the inquiries as
politically motivated.

[snip]

After the records provided no proof of
leaks, prosecutors in the U.S.
attorney’s office in Washington
discussed ending that piece of their
investigation. But Mr. Barr’s decision
to bring in an outside prosecutor helped
keep the case alive.

[snip]



In February 2020, Mr. Barr placed the
prosecutor from New Jersey, Osmar
Benvenuto, into the National Security
Division. His background was in gang and
health care fraud prosecutions.

Barr used this ploy — finding AUSAs who were
unqualified to work on a case that others had
found no merit to — on at least three different
occasions. Every document John Durham’s team
submitted in conjunction with the Kevin
Clinesmith prosecution, for example, betrayed
that investigators running it didn’t understand
the scope of the Crossfire Hurricane
investigation (and thereby also strongly
suggested investigators had no business
scrutinizing a counterintelligence investigation
at all). The questions that Jeffrey Jensen’s
team, appointed by Barr to review the DOJ IG
investigation and the John Durham investigation
to find conclusions they didn’t draw, asked Bill
Barnett betrayed that the gun crimes prosecutors
running it didn’t know fuckall about what they
were doing (why Barnett answered as he did is
another thing, one that DOJ IG should
investigate). And now here, he appointed a
health care fraud prosecutor to conduct a leak
investigation after unbelievably aggressive leak
investigators found nothing.

DOJ IG should include all of those
investigations in its investigation, because
they all reflect Barr’s efforts to force
prosecutors to come to conclusions that the
evidence did not merit (and because the Jensen
investigation, at least, appears to have altered
records intentionally).

FBI  never  deletes
evidence
In an attempt to disclaim responsibility for yet
more political abuse, Billy Barr issued a very
interestingly worded disavowal.
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Barr said that while he was attorney
general, he was “not aware of any
congressman’s records being sought in a
leak case.” He added that Trump never
encouraged him to zero in on the
Democratic lawmakers who reportedly
became targets of the former president’s
push to unmask leakers of classified
information.

There are two parts to this: One, that “while he
was attorney general,” Congresspersons’ records
were not sought, and two, sought in a leak case.
The original subpoena for these records was in
February 2018, so not during Barr’s tenure as
Attorney General. He doesn’t deny asking for
those previously-sought records to be reviewed
anew while Attorney General.

But he also limits his disavowal to leak cases.
Under Barr’s fervent imagination, however, these
investigations may well have morphed into
something else, what he may have imagined were
political abuse or spying violation cases. DOJ
can and often does obtain new legal process for
already obtained records (which would be
unnecessary anyway for toll records), so it is
not outside the realm of possibility that Barr
directed his unqualified prosecutor to use those
already-seized records to snoop into some other
question.

It’s a pity for Adam Schiff that no one in
charge of surveillance in Congress imposed
better trackability requirements on FBI’s access
of its investigative collections.

Both  an  IG
investigation  and  a
Special  Counsel  are
inadequate  to  this



investigation
Lisa Monaco asked Michael Horowitz to
investigate this investigation. And that’s fine:
he can access the records of the investigation,
and the affidavits. He can interview the line
prosecutors who were tasked with this
investigation.

But he can’t require Barr or Jeff Sessions or
any of the other Trump appointees who ordered up
this investigation to sit for an interview (he
could move quickly and ask John Demers to sit
for an interview).

Because of that, a lot of people are asking for
a Special Counsel to be appointed. That would be
nice, except thus far, there’s no evidence that
a crime was committed, so there is no regulatory
basis to appoint a Special Counsel. The standard
for accessing records is very low, any special
treatment accorded journalists or members of
Congress are not written into law, and
prosecutorial discretion at DOJ is nearly
sacrosanct. The scandal is that this may all be
entirely legal.

Mind you, there’s good reason to believe there
was a crime committed in the Jeffrey Jensen
investigation, the same crime (altering
documents) that Barr used to predicate the
Durham Special Counsel appointment. So maybe
people should revisit that?

Luckily,  Swalwell  and
Schiff  know  some
members of Congress who
can limit such abuses
If I learned that DOJ engaged in unreasonable
surveillance on me [wink], I’d have no recourse,
largely because of laws that Adam Schiff has
championed for years.

But as it happens, Schiff and Swalwell both know



some members of Congress who could pass some
laws limiting the ability to do some of the
things used against them that affect thousands
of Americans investigated by the FBI.

Now that Adam Schiff has discovered, years after
we tried to reason with him on this point, that
“it’s just metadata” doesn’t fly in this day and
age, maybe we can talk about how the FBI should
be using metadata given how powerful it has
become?

The  renewed  focus  on
Schiff’s metadata would
have come after Schiff
disclosed  Nunes’  ties
to  Rudy  Giuliani’s
grift
Another factor of timing hasn’t gotten enough
attention. In late December, Schiff released the
Democrats’ impeachment report. Because Schiff
obtained subpoenas (almost certainly targeting
Lev Parnas and Rudy Giuliani), he included call
records of calls implicating Devin Nunes and his
staffer Derek

Over the course of the four days
following the April 7 article, phone
records show contacts between Mr.
Giuliani, Mr. Parnas, Representative
Devin Nunes, and Mr. Solomon.
Specifically, Mr. Giuliani and Mr.
Parnas were in contact with one another,
as well as with Mr. Solomon.76 Phone
records also show contacts on April 10
between Mr. Giuliani and Rep. Nunes,
consisting of three short calls in rapid
succession, followed by a text message,
and ending with a nearly three minute
call.77 Later that same day, Mr. Parnas
and Mr. Solomon had a four minute, 39
second call.78
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[snip]

On the morning of May 8, Mr. Giuliani
called the White House Switchboard and
connected for six minutes and 26 seconds
with someone at the White House.158 That
same day, Mr. Giuliani also connected
with Mr. Solomon for almost six minutes,
with Mr. Parnas, and with Derek Harvey,
a member of Representative Nunes’ staff
on the Intelligence Committee.159

69 AT&T Document Production, Bates
ATTHPSCI _20190930_00848-
ATTHPSCI_20190930_00884. Mr. Parnas also
had an aborted call that lasted 5
seconds on April 5, 2019 with an aide to
Rep. Devin Nunes on the Intelligence
Committee, Derek Harvey. AT&T Document
Production, Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930_00876. Call records
obtained by the Committees show that Mr.
Parnas and Mr. Harvey had connected
previously, including a four minute 42
second call on February 1, 2019, a one
minute 7 second call on February 4, and
a one minute 37 second call on February
7, 2019. AT&T Document Production, Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930_00617,
ATTHPSCI_20190930_00630,
ATTHPSCI_20190930_00641. As explained
later in this Chapter, Rep. Nunes would
connect separately by phone on April 10,
11, and 12 with Mr. Parnas and Mr.
Giuliani. AT&T Document Production,
Bates ATTHPSCI_20190930_00913-
ATTHPSCI_20190930_00914;
ATTHPSCI_20190930-02125.

76 Specifically, between April 8 and
April 11, phone records show the
following phone contacts:

six calls between Mr.
Giuliani and Mr. Parnas
(longest  duration
approximately  five



minutes), AT&T Document
Production,  Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930-02115
-
ATTHPSCI_20190930-02131
;
four calls between Mr.
Giuliani  and  Mr.
Solomon (all on April
8,  longest  duration
approximately  one
minute,  30  seconds)
AT&T  Document
Production,  Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930-02114
-
ATTHPSCI_20190930-02115
;
nine calls between Mr.
Parnas and Mr. Solomon
(longest duration four
minutes,  39  seconds)
AT&T  Document
Production,  Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930-00885
-  ATTHPSCI_20190930-
00906; and
three calls between Mr.
Parnas and Ms. Toensing
(longest  duration
approximately  six
minutes), AT&T Document
Production,  Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930-00885
-  ATTHPSCI_20190930-
00905.



77 AT&T Document Production, Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930-02125,
ATTHPSCI_20190930-03236.

78 AT&T Document Production, Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930-00902.

[snip]

158 AT&T Document Production, Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930_02313.

159 AT&T Document Production, Bates
ATTHPSCI_20190930_02314;
ATTHPSCI_20190930_02316;
ATTHPSCI_20190930_02318; ATTHPSCI
20190930 01000.

Because Nunes doesn’t understand how phone
records work, he — and most other Republicans in
Congress — accused Schiff of subpoenaing the
record of his colleagues. That’s not what
happened. Instead, Nunes and a key staffer got
involved in with Rudy’s efforts to solicit dirt
from Russian assets and as a result they showed
up in Rudy’s phone records.

But it’s the kind of thing that might lead Barr
to intensify his focus on Schiff.

The last section of this was an update.
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